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hen all the details fit in perfectly, something is
probably wrong with the story.” — Charles Baxter

I N G R A D E 6 , N O T H I N G C O U L D S T O P M E . My teacher

was inspirational, I played on a competitive soccer team, and explored special projects in class. My twelve-year-old body buzzed
with energy and possibilities seemed endless. I remember sitting
in my desk, indoor shoes squeaking, laughing recklessly with my
classmates, when a single phrase cleaved my reverie—like snuffing out a flame, tendrils of smoke dissolving into nothing:
“Oh wow, aren’t you just Miss Perfect!”
The accusation struck, my face a red target for the eyes of
my classmates. He looked at me with resentment I didn’t understand—wasn’t I supposed to always try my best? My clammy
fingers clawed for answers, digging at each other under my desk
as I wrestled with the idea that perfection must be sought, but
silently.

A R O U N D T H E S A M E T I M E , the cacophonic arrival of

puberty to us millennials brought sprouting whiskers, budding mounds, pungent underarms, and splintering vocals;
some were welcome changes, others less so. Beneath the physical metamorphosis, another divide widened: while boys
excitedly saw their bodies becoming those of men—taller
and more muscular—girls began to feel their confidence peel
away. Susan Harter noted in her research that for girls, “perceptions of physical attractiveness systematically decline with
grade level, whereas there is no such drop for boys.” Weight
gain, unruly thickets of hair to hack at, and horrifying zits
had us on a path careening away from the cute girls in Teen
Vogue. The standard is set at a young age, reinforced by an
onslaught of social media deciding for girls and women how
good they can feel about themselves. The question is, At
what cost?
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A L T H O U G H I ’ V E B E E N S K I N - P I C K I N G since Grade 6, I

am shocked how much damage I can do in thirty minutes. Shutting my bedroom door to prying eyes, I carve stubborn pieces of
skin attached to my fingernail with a pin. My mind is singular,
fingers relentless, removing epidermis as if I am deconstructing a puzzle. As each thread of flesh peels back, the sharp sting
scratches the itch; brimming tension ebbs from my body, if only
for a moment. By the time I stop, my insides steam with regret.
My finger looks sore and ugly, with a crimson hue from the tip
to the first knuckle. Nothing left to whittle, I eventually emerge.

“ T H A T ’ S D I S G U S T I N G ! ” my sister points at my exposed
fingers, as redness wells up in patches where I went too deep. I
snatch my hands out of view, clamming up in embarrassment
and misery. My finger throbs with its own pulse; shame submerges me like hot water. Pain I understand, but why shame? In 2012,
Brené Brown said to her TED Talk audience, “Everyone sitting in
here knows the warm wash of shame,” and although it feels the
same for men and women, it is “absolutely organized by gender.”
For women, Brown says shame is a “web of unobtainable, conflicting, competing expectations of who we’re supposed to be.”
My sister upholds a high standard of personal grooming: her
bathroom countertop a Tetris stack of gleaming cosmetic jars,
various creams and ointments meant to enhance something
called “natural glow.” A circular mirror turns pores into craters,
invisible hairs into tree trunks. Her slender fingers, deep nail
beds and manicures receive endless compliments. (I have been
instructed that K Nails is better than Q Nails, but E Nails is
definitely the best.)
She laughs when I read her an article from an 1861 British periodical, describing how women’s “faculties become sharpened
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to a degree which is perfectly wonderful, so that they never enter
a house, nor glance over a costume, nor inspect any assortment
of ornamental forms and colours, but they see at once what is
out of place, or disproportioned, and also what is right and perfect.”
“That’s so true!”
This “perfectly wonderful” attention to detail, bestowed upon
women, is lauded as an asset, even today; Lindsey Muller recalls
for The Atlantic the memory of a friend’s mother praising her
daughter for “helping [her] search for the bad, gray hairs.” For
Muller, this event stimulated a lasting struggle with Trichotillomania, where at times she had pulled out up to 90 percent of
her own hair. How wonderful that women’s sharp faculties recognize all the “bad” hairs, bad hangnails, bad flaps of skin that
must be weeded out.
M Y F I N G E R T I P S R U N O V E R the tectonic plates of my bot-

tom lips and cuticles, each ridge is a canyon to be peeled back
like a Christmas orange. Smoothing out the surface of my body
becomes an obsession. The disgust I feel from discovering
roughness dissipates when beige shavings litter my desktop, but
surges back when I appraise the mutilated product of my perfectly wonderful faculties. Psychologists agree that girls, starting

in adolescence, tend to adopt internalizing coping strategies:
we may ruminate, become anxious and depressed, and turn
inward when dealing with adversity. And it’s no coincidence
that skin-picking is significantly more common in women than
men. When my grade six classmate felt threatened by my success he lashed out, externalized his discomfort; when he put
me down, I attacked the very digits that enabled my creativity.
F A R F R O M B E I N G U N C O N C E R N E D by my so-called “bad

habit,” I feel forced into guilt over my appearance—as Instagram provides an endless scroll of perfect nails holding pretty
bottles of polish, it is no wonder why my own shredded digits evoke horrified reactions. I have never belonged to that girl
gang with Essie and Sally Hansen, but feel distinctly shameful
about my exclusion. Having digital exemplars of perfection at
your fingertips makes comparison inevitable: an eighteen-yearold told The Guardian that she feels “the pressure to be perfect
and it has got to the point where it’s damaging [her] health,” labelling social media as the “main culprit.” Brené Brown echoes
this sentiment, accusing the 1980s Enjoli perfume ad, “I’m a
Woman,” of reinforcing that “for women, shame is ‘do it all, do
it perfectly, and never let them see you sweat.’” She’s certain it
“moved a lot of antidepressants and anti-anxiety meds.” Enjoli
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filled malodorous pores with chemicals to disguise the unacceptable scent of stress; as I rupture the body’s surface, I expose
the internalized anxiety that the world is not supposed to see.
F O R A L O N D O N W O M A N I N 1 8 6 1 , it’s written in Once
a Week that “her words, her looks, her actions are regulated
by beauty as the highest law to which she is amenable in what
we understand by polished life.” Over a century later, Andrea
Dworkin took a more critical angle, noting that for women,
beauty standards “define precisely the dimensions of her physical freedom.” Have women regained some autonomy a near half
century later? Swami suggested in 2007 that “women in patriarchal societies do not have any real control over their bodies,
and the body remains an important site for oppression.” As this
reflects Dworkin’s sentiment that beauty standards are the basis
of “male-female role differentiation, the most immediate physical and psychological reality of being a woman,” it seems not
much has changed. Agency over the female body is lost when
beauty standards cause women to feel their bodies are inadequate, as well as inauthentic if they do not meet the idealized
images of femininity. When Judith Butler discusses Foucault in
Gender Trouble, she notes “the body is always under siege, suffering destruction by the very terms of history. And history is
the creation of values and meanings by a signifying practice that
requires the subjection of the body.” These cultural values are
trumpeted into earbuds, seared into eyeballs, and swallowed to
be digested and incorporated into the perception of the self, and
the avatars we project into the world.
In 1932, an article from The Sphere highlighted the introduction of “science” to beauty regimens, referencing an emerging
field of expertise—that of manipulating the female form. Appearance has become something to study, experiment with, perfect
and refine, with women the obliging subjects. The model participant, “grinning cheerfully as she rests inert waiting for the mudpack, and suffering in happy silence the pin-pricks of eyebrow
plucking” graciously adopts these new methods, all in pursuit of
ever-climbing aesthetic requirements. In fact, a Harvard study
revealed that higher levels of self-criticism allowed women to
withstand self-inflicted pain for longer, suggesting that my own
tendency to steamroll past normal hangnail grooming is the result
of heightened awareness of my own flaws. If it hurts, it’s working.
J U S T Y E S T E R D A Y M Y C O - W O R K E R approached me with
one eyelid scrunched shut, face half-contorted in discomfort.
Freshly attached eyelash extensions momentarily parted to reveal bloodshot irritation beneath.
“It’s fine—I’m just blind!” she joked.
“The glue always bothers me at first.”
The constant bombardment of prompts to become self-critical callous the pain threshold, from hairless Nair advertisements to the explosion of “transformation” stories. Every unwanted hair gets waxed, wanted hairs micro-bladed, fat sucked
and injected elsewhere, skin peeled by chemicals, all producing an after image to mirror the scrolling skin of the iPhone.
Dworkin argued that “beauty practices, aside from being time
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wasting, expensive, and painful, also harm women’s bodies and
psyches” —the stinging, smarting, cutting of the body’s surface goes deeper than sub-cutaneous damage. How are women
supposed to view themselves, feeling pushed into moulds they
do not naturally fit? When the relationship with the body is a
cookie cutter slicing into dough to produce identical, perfect
women, it is not surprising when this relationship becomes
damaging. Mary Douglas suggests in Purity and Danger that
the very contours of the body are established through markings that seek to set “specific codes of cultural coherence.”
Long lashes. Long nails. Shellac. Exfoliate. Pluck. My teeth
grit as I peel the mushroomed writer’s bump off my
third digit.
T H E T R U T H I S , I want to conform to these beauty standards.

Over a year ago, three co-workers and I were recognized at a
staff meeting for our performance and were awarded gift cards
to a nail salon. The memory is visceral: I stand before my staff
holding the certificate, while the ceiling lights sear my forehead
and blood roars in my ears. I feel like an enormous fraud—far
from excited about the gift, my mind races: Is this a sick joke?
Can they see my fingers from here? Oh my god, they’re going
to want to go together. How can I avoid that? My fingers try
to telescope inward, away from the traitorous envelope. When
asked for my availability, I frantically dismiss myself, heart slamming into the walls of my chest:
“Honestly, I’m so busy right now. You all go; I’ll do it some
other time!”
“Aw, really? We can find a day that works for you, too.”
I vowed I would stop picking and reward myself with
the manicure as soon as my fingers could pass the criticizing gaze of the nail technician. The gift certificate wilts atop
my desk, awaiting the day I complete my transformation.

W H A T A M I R E A L L Y D O I N G when I slather fleshy foundation over my face, hiding freckles and creating an illusive surface? When I smear creams and ointments over my ruptured
fingertips, attempting to patch the skin beneath? All of these efforts are put into perfecting the outer limits of the body. Yet time
and time again, as tension builds within, I find myself scratching at that surface, peeling back those layers and watching as a
ruby-red bead swells from beneath, glittering with fresh wetness. In Powers of Horror, Julia Kristeva refers to the body’s interior showing up “to compensate for the collapse of the border
between inside and outside. It is as if the skin, a fragile container,
no longer guaranteed the integrity of one’s ‘own and clean self ’
but, scraped or transparent, invisible or taut, gave way before the
dejection of its contents.” The surface of the female body is socially and culturally regulated, to the extent that pressure to conform is fully internalized—shame has me hiding my fingertips,
for fear that I’ll expose the prohibited imperfection simmering
under the surface. It was in 1613 that Sir Thomas Overbury said
beauty “is but skin deep”—darling, it goes much deeper than
you know.

